
creates a circuit for town fairs 
surrounding the workshops area

concrete platform 3 feet above
level+-0.00

allows wind pass trough, 
protects from direc solar incidence
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The project aim is to provide spaces dedicated to the teaching and learning of music in all its aspects, the program contains a college of Music supe-
rior studies, both indoor and outdoor spaces for musical performance , sound interaction, investigation and experimentation, ludic and multifuncional 
spaces.

concretre structure

Modular System

The design goal was to generate a musical lenguage from the architectural perspective, to materialize sound and music based in in the principles of sound as a con-
cept generator, soundwaves were used to generate the spacial envelope as a unifying element through out the entire project.

The design's generative architecture articulates the space through it's basic Soundwaves compositive elements which are capable 
of creating complex structures with specific methods regarding functionallity , structure , form ,from and for the artist sensibility.

The compettion aimed for innovative proposals that are committed to a contemporary architecture implementation strategy in a histori-
cal environment; approaches that provoke synergies between the historical building context and the new cultural building itself.

To generate the projects architecture  the idea was   represent a cultural element of the region and surroundings, getting away of the 
idea of integration by similitude , the reference was an item that has enough artistic potential of great complexity and more important-
ly, that this element is a unique expression of authentic and original art of the region, the basic element of formal generation was a 
Textil piece from J'ALQA culture aesthetic , this is an element that is possibly one of the few magnificent works of the ancient Quechua 
culture that still exists today through the work  of J'alqa woman, this fabric as an artistic expression has enormous potential to gen-
erate architecture by abstracting ,analyzing patterns and generating spatial concepts to generate geometry and  volumetry.

The Arts and Crafts Centre is a project made to be inserted as a model project for productivity among  eastern tropical small towns in my country-
which have proven to be a major source of arts and crafts objects for souveniers,and exotic decoration, etc, therefore came the necesity of rethink-
ing the conditions in which these people were working and to integrate them as part of a social comunity project that will allow them to work in better 
conditions.

The project is a proposal for a rhythmic  volumetric composition, platforms that create public spaces that are set as urban and con-
temporary architecture that adapts to the requiered parameters, marking the transition between the historical center and the new 
adjacent buildings behind in a subtle and kind manner  to the conservation block creating a ludic environment through  contemplation 
and appreciation of the historic  space trough artistic activities gained also on the outside.

independent inner moduls/-
classrooms with acoustic 
isolation

type ‘a’ metallic exo-
structure

type ‘b’ metallic exo-
structure

Secondary metallic struc-
ture

-double acoustic glass 
skin 10mm.
-solar incidence panels
-Anchoring structure be-
tween type ‘a’ and type ‘b’ 
main structures.
-Steel turnbuckles

-exterior skin alumini-
um composite panels
- mineral wool isola-
tion in between 
panels

The resulting modul is con-
formed by the macro-func-
tional container which iso-
lates exterior sound from 
getting inside, the shape of 
the acoustic glass skin 
modul responds to the 
acoustic comfort inside,  
even though acoustic 
glass systems reduces 
considerably sound reflec-
tion due to the materials 
natural properties the 
macro enviroment presents 
no parallel faces shrinking 
the distances in which 
reverb or echoes are gen-
erated by possible sound 
created in the classrooms 
at high levels ‘all at once’ 
sound vibration.
this principle applies for 
all five moduls which con-
tain different parts of the 
architectural program.

inside and like indepen-
dent micro-functional 
moduls in the Music 
school area are the cells 
or classrooms grouped 
by block disposition which 
function varies from 
modul to modul.modul to modul.

The ‘soundwave-like’en-
velop besides unifying the 
overall areas in the proj-
ect works as the element-
that develops the posibili-
ty of the  spatial sensori-
al experience from the 
inside as being ‘inside the 
music ‘by letting natural 
light trough to the circu-
lation system with no per-
ceptive barriers there-
fore avoiding electrical 
overuse , also works as 
double ceiling for rain 
sound isolation and cre-

The program contains : Ar-
tistic Area with  2 perform-
ing arts theaters, an audito-
rium, rehersal spaces
Interactive Museum Area 
with exhibition areas 
Cinematography Area with 3 
cinemas , archives area, 
media library,
Museum for children and 
ludic playing areas,,
Restauration Area for an-
tique art.
Administrative Spaces .

the idea was to create this arts and crafts center with architecture as a 
rustic and colorful element which pretty much resembles these peoples 
work, so that this place is an enjoyable place for this people to work in 
,because most of them had never work in a proper workshop, also was 
very important in this exhuberant places to integrate nature inside and to 
set the space as a free container due to the extreme hot temperatures  
parallel main facades should allow any bit of wind to get trogh creating a 
naturalnatural condition for ventilation and fresh air, this facades also allow a 
visual connection with the outside

Due to this area  is near one one of the greates ecosystems the amazon, almost all of these towns 
are near a river and sometimes exposed to floods, that is why it was decided to create a platform 
that allows the building stand 3 feet above envisioning any situation of flooding.

The program 
contains work-
shops for dif-
ferent types of 
production, 
painting work-
shops, sculpting 
workshops, clay 
modeling work-
shops,  textil 
and fabric 
workshops , be-
sides common 
classrooms and 
complementary 
spaces

corte a-a'

inner space functionality

container volumetry

the conceptual model


